Globally Commercialized Innovative Product Achieved
“on the fly”

THE CHALLENGE

Five years ago, Interscope would never imagined having a globally
approved product, ready for markett. They had an idea on a piece of
paper.
Today Interscope has developed a product concept that can access and
remove polyps through an endoscope instrument channel without
removing and re-inserting the endoscope or multiple interventonal
instruments.

The Interscope UndoRotor enabled this novel technique. This
new method of removing diseased GI tract mucosa aims to
potentialy improve precision by reducing incomplete resection
as wellas saving time by reducing the procedure demands of
the current techniques.

THE SOLUTION
The MassMEP worked with Interscopeto develop partnerships and
bring his idea from concept on paper to an actual prototype.

partnerships, prototype, match
making, patents, ISO 143845
Certification, relationships
MassMEP worked with Interscope by finding suppliers in the
areas that they needed and the first match was made with an
existing MassMEP client, ALgonquin Industries in Bellingham,
MA.

ISO 143845 Certification
4 new employees
pending FDA clearence
7 Patents
$7 M raised in funding

During the company’s nascent stages, Jeff Ryan, President of Interscope, walked through the doors of MassMEP
and announced, “ I have some drawings and an idea. I don’t know where to go or what to do to have a
productmanufactured.”

Connected with a distributor channel in the UK and France
Half of EEU (Enterprise European Market)

For a free consultation or for more case study details call MassMEP at 508-831-7020 or visit us at www.massmep.org

Interscope
Interscope was founded to pioneer novel interventional endoscopic techniques promoting
minimally invasive procedures that shift surgical interventional to outpatient techniques.
Develope and commercialize the EndoRotor and related technology to advance the practice of
interventional Gastroenterology and Pulmonology.

With MassMEP
With nascent proof of concept, Ineterscope worked with MassMEP to
find someone in the medical device industry to manufacture the
product that would meet strict requirmentsof the medical device
industry. MassMEP Project Manager connected Jeff with Boston
Engineering, also a MassMEp client and a designated Innovation
Center by MassDevelopment. The partnership with Bosoton

“The successful commercial launch of the EndoRotor
System is a testament to the strength of the
collaboration between both public and private
resources providing the optimal solutions for high
value projects such as the Interscope project. We
could not have gotten to commercialization as
quickly as we did without MassMEP.”

Engineering allowed Interscope to expedite their R&D efforts through

Jeff Ryan,
President

the matchmaking relationship.

design for manufacturing, ISO 13485,
partnerships, expansion of markets

$7 M

New
Investment

5

New Products Developed

Expansion of Markets - Through the MassMEP Business network and it’s partnership with RTI and the EEN (Enterprise European Market) MassMEP
was able to connect Interscope with a distributor channel in the United Kingdom and France while also enabling Interscope to pursue direct
employees in Germany driving a 20% increase in gross margin therein.

For a free consultation or for more case study details call MassMEP at 508-831-7020 or visit us at www.massmep.org

